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Abstract   
     The aim of this article is to diagnose product portfolio of The Algerian insurance 
market during the period of 1995-2012, which is considered as an evaluative 
process for the outcome of liberal reforms initiated by the government authorities, 
through the enactment of Law No. 04.06 , dated at 20-04-2006 amending and 
supplementing Law No. 95 / 07 dated at 01.25.1995, which aims to improve the 
Underwriting performance of insurance companies active in Algeria, the adoption 
of separation of life insurance from damages insurance was the most important 
decisions taken in this frame, which became effective from the beginning of March 
2011, it has led to a change of the rules of the competitive game between the 
suppliers, and the objective of authorities commandment was the advancement of 
all branches (auto insurance, Life insurance, the agricultural; industrial’s damages 
insurance, transportation insurance, the loan insurance, etc ...). 
Keywords: structural reforms, the Algerian insurance market, damage insurance, 
Life insurance. 
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Branches Année  1996 Année  1997 
Montant Part () Montant Part () 
Ass. Automobiles 5693 38 5814 37 
Risques Industriels 4056 27 4529 29 
Risques Simples 1161 8 1192 8 
Ass.  Transport 2858 19 2499 16 
Risques Agricoles 591 4 796 5 
Ass. Personnes 708 4 758 5 
Ass. Crédit  1 0 12 0 
Total 15068 100 15600 100 
Branches Année  2011 Année  2012 
Montant Part () Montant Part () 
Ass. Automobile 43515 50 52259 52.9 
IARD 28690 33 31660 32 
Ass.  Transport 5646 6.5 5276 5.3 
Risques Agricoles 1620 2 2241 2.3 
Ass. Personnes 7042 8 6696 6.8 
Ass. Crédit-Caution 478 0.5 621 0.6 
Total 86993 100 98754 100 
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Branches Chiffre d’affaires Structure du marché () 
2012 2011 2012 2011 
Assurances dommages 92057 79950 93.2 91.9 
Assurances personnes 6696 7042 6.8 8.1 
Total marché direct  98754 86993 100 100 
Branches Variation 1995-2012 Prod add 1995-2012 
valeur () valeur Part () 
Ass. Automobile 47338 +53.4 47338 55.2 
IARD 27378 +35.5 27378 31.9 
Ass.  Transport 2687 +5.7 2687 3.1 
Risques Agricoles 1555 +12.6 1555 1.8 
Ass. Personnes 6147 +62.2 6147 7.1 
Ass. Crédit 620 +34.4 620 0.7 
Total 85726 +36.5 85726 100 
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